Destiny (The Navy Justice Series)

Three men. Three armies. One letter. One
destiny. When World War II hits Walter
Brewers family in the worst possible way,
he is torn between his love for two women,
his family, and his country. A rural postal
carrier in his hometown of Jamesville,
North Carolina, Walter struggles to look
after his brothers wife and family as well as
his own while his brother is stationed at
Pearl Harbor. He has no idea his life is
about to become entwined with a Nazi
officer and a Royal Navy commando.
Heinrick Schultz is haunted by his
participation in Kristallnacht against the
local Jews, but he is honored when called
to serve in the German Special Forces. He
leaves his wife and two daughters at home
to serve in Africa under General Rommel.
Darwin McCloud strives to make his
father, a Royal Navy captain, proud. After
participating in the invasion at Dieppe,
Darwins true character is evident to all.
The duty falls on Walter to deliver a letter
that will tie all three families together. Will
Walter survive his mission over France as a
paratrooper in the 101st Airborne on
D-Day, or is the ultimate sacrifice Walters
destiny? This much-anticipated prequel to
Don Browns acclaimed Navy Justice series
is packed with the ravages of love and war,
romance and family, and ultimately the
power of faith.
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(Navy Justice) [Don Brown] on . *FREE* Destiny (The Navy Justice Series) and millions of other books are available
for Amazon Kindle.Destiny, the prequel to The Navy Justice Series by Don Brown, is an impressive novel that shows
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